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HHFT/NOFORN-SKEET CHANNELS ONLY 

PROJECT SUN STREAK (U) 

Session Procedures Repo~t 

WARNING NOTICE: INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED 

Control Number: 8610 Nickname: ,, 
Date of Session: ~ July 1986 

References: None 

Date of Report: 22 July 1986 

Technique Utilized: ERV 

1. ( ) Operational Data: 

Target Country: Unknown 

Session number: 01 

Mission Status: Initial (continuing) 

Source Identifier: 101 

a. ( ) Targeting material provided to interviewer prior to session: 
Interviewer was provided CIJ::. written note with the following information: "This 
Project will involvesa series of sessions, each designed to obtain different 
types of information about the designated target/site. Devote the first session 
to describing the present (June, 1986) function/purpose (activity, personnel, 
equipment) of Good SG1A 
descriptions of above willsal!Ye to anchor perception for further exploitation. 
This note was placed in the interview_-o's operational file for future reference. 

b. ( ) Targeting Material Provided to Source Prior to Session: 
Source was told that almost all aspects of the target were unknown to interviewer 
except the geographic coordinate~,t,, An encrypted version of these coordinates 
(304 701/139 346) were ver.ally Jprovided to Source during the initial stages 
of the session as dictated by protocols. Source was not permitted to see the 
actual tasking provided to the intervitlllf-.ri 

c. ( ) Feedback provided to Source following session: 
Source was told that the information provided would be evaluated by other 
knowledgeable individuals who would determine if the data was indicative of the 
information associated with the actual site. From this evaluation more specific 
targeting would be provided for future sessions. No specific data was provided 
for the next session. 

2. ( ) UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES: 
This session was delayed 25 minutes to enable source to handle a phone call 
from his next higher headquarters. Following this phone call the nature of which 
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was unknown, Source required an inordinate amount of mental preparation 
(20 minutes) before he could begin this session. During the session Source did 
not display any characteristics which might indicate that his concentration 
was being affected by any outside agendas. 

3. ( ) SYNOPSIS OF RAW DATA PROVIDED BY SOURCE: 

a• ( ) A light colored, multistoried, square shaped structure. 
An overall impression of a military headquarters as evidenced by the presence of 
military personnel and vehicles (staff cars and similar road vehicles). 

c. ( ) The layout of the building reminds one of a well staffed 
clinic, smaller than a full hospital, but a feeling of a clinic. .The staff are, 
for the most part young and energetic. 

d. ( ) In one of the areas of the building a room containing devices or 
machines similar to older type electric typewriter~,.,or teletypes. Filing cabinets 
and older style safes upright security containersr were also present in this room. 

e. ( ) 
of #' commodities 
in their hands. 

Another room had a frenelltc 
market. Frenzied men yelling 
A sense of urgency. 

atmosphere which reminds one 
across rooms with pieces of paper 

f. ( ) In another room people are~itting before machines wearing head 
phones listening to very rapid fire, oriental sounding conversation. These 
"listeners" are taking notes and anlysing data while sitting in front of bulky 
and primitive looking, (by our standards)> machines• Machines reminded one of 
large Would War II era communication radios with assorted bulky dials and 
flashing lights. The "console" was taller than the operator necessitating him• 
stand;\o make adjustments on high~r controls. 

g. ( ) An individual name''woo"(phonetic) was in charge of these 
"listeners" and indicated £hat their purpose dealt with diplomacy, technology, 
protection,lf I 11°iir0tl#:r• or treaty dealings and the avoidance of surprise. 
Mr. WOO, who appeared to be oriental was workigp under great pressure and tension 
and was keenly aware of the high potential for error and subsequent disgrace, 
loss of prestige, position and income resulting from a failure on his part. 

h. ( ) The areas of primary concern for the listeners include 
"Philipines, malaysia, Japan and Mongolia." There is a relationship between 
Mr. Woo's work and aircraft, surface vessals and submarines but the relationship 
could not be discerned. 

i. ( ) In the vicinty of this stU.e (distance unclear) are tall 
cylindrical metallic objects with a sense of "reflections". Perhaps communication 
dishes. The objects are lined in a row in a separate complex. 

j. ( ) 
microwave tower, a 
orange colored and 

Also located near the -~te is a tower like object perhaps a 
sense of a large balloon like object in the distance, 
huge. 
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k. ( ) Finally at a direction of roughly nine o'clock from the site 
there is a large circular or oval shaped structure with a twin at about seven 
o'clock. .Ca~S 

) Production DATA 4. ~ ( 
~ ) Source provided a brief handwritten sununary of his perceptions 

immediately following the session. Included with this summary were several 
hand drawn sketches of key facilities and pieces of equipment noted at the target. 
These sketches and Sources's personal summary are retained in the mission field 
dossier at this location. 

b. ( ) A detailed Session Operational Data Report will be prepared 
at the end of this mission outlining the specific information provided by Source 
which may be of intelligence value. This report will be prepared for distribution 
within controlled SUN STREAK (U) channels. 

SG1J 

GS-12, DAC 
Special Activities Officer 

OPERATIONS OFFICER'S CO:t1MENTS: 
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